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Transitions to Democracy: 
Options for Myanmar 

(First of Two Parts) 

Editorial

he 1 February 2021 military 

Tcoup of the Tatmadaw has 
put an abrupt stop to the 

democratic transition in Myanmar. 
The coup has inadvertently exposed 
the awed design of this democratic 
transition from the start, founded 
on the highly contested and 
problematic 2008 Constitution 
rammed down by the military. 

Various stakeholders are now 
looking for a way out and a way 
forward. Socdem Asia's partners in 
Myanmar have reached out to the 
network start a discussion on how 
they can transition after the coup. 
This special issue of PRAKSIS is 
our response to Myanmar's call for 
solidarity. Entitled Transitions to 
Democracy: Options for Myanmar, 
it is a two-part edition that pools 
together academics, activists, 
practitioners and politicians to 
explore the available options for 
transitioning from military rule to 
democracy. It also looks at the 
experience of other countries to 
derive lessons that can be applied, 

not only in Myanmar, but in other 
parts of the Asian region as well 
where authoritarianism remains 
ascendant.
 
The release of the rst part of this 
special issue coincides with the 
anniversary of 8888 Uprising, to 
honor all those who have fought for 
democracy and to encourage the 
people of Myanmar to remain 
steadfast and never falter from the 
struggle. 

Seventy-ve years ago, Myanmar's 
founding father, General Aung San 
delivered a speech in Rangoon 
where he uttered these immortal 
words: 

“I believe in the inherent right of the 
people to revolt against any 
tyranny that people may have come 
over them.” 

These words were true back then. 
They remain true until now. 
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1. Since the military seized the state power in 1962, the internal unrest of our country has grown stronger, and in every 
sector such as economy, education and social sectors, Myanmar civilians started suffering the necessities. The 
8888-uprising erupted in 1988 due to the general dissatisfaction of the people all over the country. But it was ended 
by the military coup. In 2010, even though Myanmar people opposed the 2008 constitution, the military, without 
any civilian agreements, conrmed themselves that constitution, and provided the civilian sham democracy.

 
2. November 2020 in the election, as the reason that the vote was rigged, even then, the 2008 constitution was not 

drafted, the Military seized power from a legitimate government. Including President U Win Myint and State 
Counselor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, groups of government, members of parliament, employees, civilians and political 
activists were detained.

 
3. On the day of the Military Coup, starting with the health workers, civil workers launched the anti-authoritarian 

movement CDM (Civil Disobedience Movement). Beginning on 6.2.2021, people from all over the country took to 
the streets to protest the coup.

 
4. Now the anti-dictatorship movement is gaining momentum and needs to be strengthened. Therefore, to coordinate 

the anti-military mass movements across the country, to ght against the Military Dictatorship; repeal of the 2008 
constitution; the General Strike Committee was formed based on the common of a Federal Democratic Union.  

5. At present, Myanmar citizens' anti-junta movements are gaining momentum and, furthermore, need to be 
developed. Thus, we intended to co-operate with anti-junta movements around the country in a balanced way, we 
formed the "General Strike Committee" based on 3 common agreements as shown below.

1. to end military dictatorship.
             (2) to abolish the 2008 constitution.
             (3) to build a federal democratic union.

The General Strike Committee will carry out the following activities

(A) Forming local strike committees

(B) Supporting CDM participants

(C) Join and perform together in people's movements against military junta

(D) Maintaining the tide of the revolution

(E) Represent people's movements as a collective organization

6. The General Strike Committee acknowledges the results of the 2020 election as legitimacy. We will ght against 
military dictatorship. We will ght until the 2008 constitution, which legitimizes military power, is abolished. We 
want a federal democratic union. We will always demand the release of the arrested leaders.

General Strike Committee (GSC) Manifesto  
20 February 2021 
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ince Myanmar is a developing 

Scountry, only a small number 
of the world's young people 

would have heard of our nation. In 
fact, our country started to 
experience what technology 
development felt like only in the 
past decade. During this period, we 
faced many social challenges, as 
well as a terrible refugee crisis 
brought about by civil war and 
ethnic conicts that have been 
going on since the country's 
independence. In addition, the 
country is now facing charges for 
genocide against the Rohingya 
people at the International 
Criminal Court (ICC). 

By looking at these issues, it is 
apparent that Myanmar has a long 
and complicated history mired in 
political instability. Furthermore, 
our country experienced military 
coups four times. The rst coup 
was in 1958, not long after 
independence. The second was in 
1962, the third in 1988, and the 
fourth in 2021. However, we must 

Dream, Vision and Struggle 
of the Youth for Myanmar 

By: Ei Thinzar Maung 
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ensure that this latest coup will 
denitely be the last time. We do 
not want another coup. This time, 
we need to get rid of the 
authoritarian system, put military 
under civilian control, and ensure 
that power comes, not from the 
barrel of a gun, but from the 
people. 

I would like to briey describe the 
nature of the Myanmar military or 
Tatmadaw. The Myanmar military is 
the last remaining fascist military 
from the Second World War. It 
received its military training from 
fascist Japan with the goal of 
obtaining independence. Since 
then, the military has been 
committing murder, rape and 
looting in the ethnic regions, and 
has been building a dictatorship 
without any effort to reform and to 
democratize Myanmar's political 
landscape. 

Myanmar experienced three other 
military coups before, and it is a 
relatively easy to estimate what the 
future of the country will look like. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that 
the country is facing a very long 
civil war and accusations of 
genocide at the ICC. 

Our country is in a quagmire, but 
young people of Myanmar have 
never given up on anything related 
to our political situation. During the 
rst military coup, student unions 
were at the forefront of the protests, 
and different nationalities took up 
arms to ght for their right to self-
determination. Protests and the 
struggle of students and other 
young people are essential elements 
whenever one talks about military 
coups in Myanmar. It is not wrong 
to state that Myanmar's freedom is 
being built upon the blood and 
sweat of students and young people.

Why are we revolting against fascist 
military? It is simple. We want to 
live like human beings. We want to 
breathe freely and build our own 
lives. We do not want to see refugee   

families eeing from civil war. We 
want to feel safe and sound in our 
homes. And we want to contribute 
as citizens of the world. We want 
democracy. We want to prove that 
we can gain democracy with the 
power of youth, and show support 
to all the oppressed across the 
world. We do not want to take 
medicine bought at betel-nut shops 
anymore because we cannot afford 
to go to a clinic. We want to get 
adequate healthcare which we 
deserve. We want safe a 
transportation service system. We 
want a good education system, 
freedom of speech, freedom of 
expression and equality. 

We can only build an equal society 
if we have all these. Our young 
people can build their own dreams 
freely only in such society. Every 

youth wants job security, regardless 
of where she or he is an employee 
or an entrepreneur. Our society 
needs to be stable in term of health, 
economy and politics so that we can 
full our dreams. Only then can we 
create job opportunities. Without a 
stable health, economic and 
political situation, domestic and 
foreign investments will be low, and 
so will job opportunities.

Our young people need a good 
education system to stand in this 
challenging world. Our high school 
graduates can barely read and 
write. Many of them do not have 
much basic knowledge, skills and 
capabilities to face today's world. 
There are several high school 
graduates who do not even know 
how to open a computer. Such lack 
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of capability is not due to their 
fault, but because of our education 
system, which has been 
systematically decimated by the 
fascist military. This fascist 
education system not only fails to 
teach basic knowledge, but also 
encourages divisions among ethnic 
groups and people of different 
religions, and cause racial 
discrimination. Today's young 
people want to completely overhaul 
the education system, and replace 
it with a better democratic system.

Moreover, young people want to 
discard the horrendous governance 
system together with military which 
have been committing unspeakable 
atrocities. Myanmar's young people 
had to endure the terrible services 
of corrupt governments in the past. 
Since bribery of ofcials are 
rampant, the living standard, 
thinking and social character of our 
people have been declining. 
Together with the lack of 
transparency and responsibility, 
government actions no longer 
represent the public; and the 
notion that the public is at the 
heart of the government apparatus 
is long gone. Therefore, the 
Myanmar youth are eager to 
completely overthrow the corrupt 
government in order to improve our 
society. 

Lastly, safe and secure livelihoods 
are what the youth of Myanmar 
want the most. Young people are 
often viewed as valuable human 
resources of a country. However, it 
is important that there are safe and 
secure livelihoods with guaranteed 
social services in order for young 
people to become valuable and 
quality resources. Only then can 
young people not only improve their 
abilities but also contribute to the 
country. 

In essence, we are revolting against 
the fascist regime today in order to 
full our dreams, and achieve a 
better future. 
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27 March 1945 — the day the 
Burma Independence Army (BIA) 
was established. 

This prominent date of the 
independence movement was re-
named “Tatmadaw Day” (Armed 
Forces Day) — as if to honor the 
military — by the so-called 
“socialist” and power-thirsty 
dictator, Nay Win who staged a 
coup d'etat in 1962.

However, for us, 27 March is 
Revolution Day. In the past though, 
some described it as the day of 
patriotic uprising and was also 
called the Anti-Fascist Resistance 
Day, to mark the beginning of 
armed resistance against Japanese 
occupation. But today, we consider 
27 March as the day we rebel 
against the fascist military which 
kills and oppresses everyone except 
its supporters. And what makes this 
day even more special compared to 
the past is that it is the Anti-Fascist 
Resistance Day of the Spring 
Revolution which ghts for freedom 
and equality. 

Anti-Fascist Resistance Day 
and a New Society 

By: Maung Saint  
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On 27 March of this year, Anti-
Fascist Resistance Day, the fascist 
army held a massive military parade 
in the capital, Naypyitaw. Despite 
this massive show of force, 
thousands of soldiers and police 
had to be deployed not throughout 
Naypyitaw, but in each and every 
city of Myanmar. 

We, the comrades of the General 
Strike Committee, were so eager to 
march on the streets that day. 
Police and soldiers were already 
stationed at our planned location, 
so we undertook a successful 
guerrilla strike with the slogan, 
“Uproot the Fascist Military,” just a 
street away from the original site. 
We had to ee while dispersing 
after the strike since we were 
besieged by soldiers. 

  

After we had successfully retreated, 
we gathered up again at a 
restaurant and discussed what we 
would do next. That's when we 
heard the gunshots — not very far 
from where we were sitting. Yes. In 
the nearby ward, the soldiers were 
shooting the protesters with rubber 
bullets, and all that the protesters 
had were a few Molotov cocktails. 
We went into the crowd as we 
thought we should go and help. The 
comrades there were quite happy to 
see the 20 of us joining in with 
them. The reinforcements are 
here! 
 
The happiness didn't last long as 
they soon started ring us with 
rubber bullets. While we were 
dodging the bullets, someone fell 

down beside me and was drenched 
in blood. When I looked at him 
more closely, his calf had been 
blown and the bone inside was 
already broken and had dropped off. 
As I was holding him, another one 
near me got shot in the chest, and a 
third one in the leg. We tried to call 
an ambulance but we couldn't. As a 
last resort, we took those three in a 
private car to a small secret medical 
corner in the vicinity. 

When we got there, there were 
already many people from other 
demonstrations and protests who 
were also shot. There were also 
people who died at the protest area 
as they got shot in the head. Among 
the three that I took there, one had 
to replace two of his rib bones with 
steel. One of the two people that 
were shot in the leg survived with 
only minor surgery, but the other 
had his right leg amputated. He is a 
biker delivery man at a food 
delivery service. It was so painful to 
witness this. 

The comrade who had his leg 
amputated has a younger brother. 
He was there with tears in his eyes, 
and I was blinded by the rage that I 
did not know what to do. Molotov 
cocktails were the only instruments 
of resistance that the protesters had 
that day. We did not even had time 
to light those Molotovs. With no 
weapons to ght back, we were shot 
to death with live bullets. On that 
day alone, more than 100 people 
were killed all across the country. 

Like this food delivery biker, many 
comrades who have given their 
limbs and lives. According to a 
report of the Assistance Association 
for Political Prisoners (AAPP) that 
was released on 4 August 2021, the 
junta has already killed 946 people. 
Earlier this week at a guerilla strike, 
two people were shot dead in 
Mandalay after the soldiers red 
live ammunition on a crowd of 
about 30 protesters. With bitterness 
and resentment, the younger 
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brother of the comrade who had his 
leg amputated had left the city to 
undergo training for armed 
struggle. So were the comrades 
around me who also left to the 
borders for military training with 
the belief that armed struggle is 
justied since the junta is 
oppressing us to death using 
weapons that are supposed to be 
used to protect people, since they 
were bought using taxes from the 
people. The junta's inhumane 
oppression and unjustied killing of 
civilians are pushing the Myanmar 
youth to the path of armed 
resistance. On the other hand, even 
in this situation, it is surprising that 
young people from numerous cities 
are still marching and protesting on 
the streets non-violently. 

Armed rebellion is not new to the 
Myanmar people. Since 
independence in 1948, ethnic 
minority groups have taken up 
arms, believing that independence 
has not been fair for the minorities. 
After 1962, the junta then 
continued suppressing the ethnic 
minorities and instilled the majority 
Bamar ethnic supremacy upon the 
people. The military, largely led by 
the Bamar, openly committed 
arson, murder and rape in the 
ethnic areas. 

A Federal Democratic Union is the 
solution to end the armed rebellion 
and to ease the pain of centuries-
old wounds. This is so because all 
the ethnic armed groups (EAOs), 
the non-violent protesters of the 
still ongoing Spring Revolution, and 
the youth who left the cities for 
military training demand only one 
thing — a Federal Democratic 
Union. 

Wars will end and the people will be 
liberated only when federal 
democracy is achieved. 

We believe that, since that day, 
we can have “A New Society with 
the Freedom, Equality, and 
Solidarity” that we long for. 
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၁။ ၁၉၆၂ ခ�� စ� ် စစ်အာဏာသမိ်းချိနမ်စ� တင၍် မိမိတတိ� ငိ� း်ြပည၏် ြပညတ်ငွး်စစ်မာ�  ပိမ� ိြ� ပငး်ထနလ်ာခ�ဲပီး စီးပာွးေရး၊ လမ� ေ� ရး၊ ့ ့

ပညာေရးအစ�ိသ� ြဖင ်ဘကစံ်န� မ်ိကျခရဲပါသည။် ြပညသ်လ� ထ� ၏�  အေထေွထမွေကျနပ်မမ� ျားေ�ကာင ်၁၉၈၈ ခ�� စ� ်တငွ ့် ့ ့ ့

�စ� ်ေလးလးံ� အေရးေတာ်ပံ�� ကးီေပ�ေပါကလ်ာခေဲသာ်လညး် စစ်တပ်၏အာဏာသမ်ိးယမ� ြ� ဖငသ်ာအဆး�ံ သတသ်ာွးခရဲ�ပီး ့ ့ ့

စစ်အာဏာ�င� ၏်လကေ်အာကသ် �ိ ထပ်မံကျေရာကခ်ရဲြပနပ်ါသည။် ၂၀၀၈ ဖွဲ�စညး်ပံအ� ေြခခဥံပေဒကလိ� ညး် ့ ့

ြပညသ်လ� ထ� က� ဆနက်ျငက်နက်ကွခ်သဲညတ့်ငိ�  ်အတငး်အဓမအ� တညြ်ပ�ခ�ဲပီး ၂၀၁၀ အေထေွထေွရွးေကာကပဲ်ကွကိ� ျငး်ပကာ ့ ့ ့ ့

ြပညသ်လ� ထ� အ� ား ဒမိီက� ေရစီအတအ� ေယာငက်ေိ� ပးအပ်ခပဲါသည။် ့

၂။ ြမနမ်ာစစ်တပ်သည ်၂၀၂၀ ြပည�့်စ� ် �ဝိ� ငဘ်ာလတငွက်ျငး်ပခသဲညေ့်ရွးေကာကပဲ်၌ွ မဲမသမာမမ� ျား�ိခ� သဲည ့်

ဟအ� ေ�ကာငး်ြပလျက ်၎ငး်တစိ� ိတတ်ငိ� း်ကျေရးဆထဲွားခေဲသာ၂၀၀၈ ဖွဲ�စညး်ပံအ� ေြခခဥံပေဒကပိ� ငမ်လကိ� န်ာ�ငိ� ေ်တာဘ ဲ၂၀၂၁ ့ ့ ့

ခ�� စ� ်၊ ေဖေဖာ်ဝါရီလ (၁) ရကေ်နတငွ ်ြမနမ်ာ�ငိ� င်၏ံ တရားဝငအ်စိး� ရထမံ � အာဏာ သမ်ိးယခ� �ဲပီး �ငိ� င်ေံတာ်သမတ�  ဦးဝငး်ြမင�်င�  ့် ့ ့ ့

�ငိ� င်ေံတာ်အတငိ� ပ်ငခ်ပံဂ� ိ�� လ ်ေဒ�ေအာငဆ်နး်စ�� ကညအ်ပါအဝင ်အစိး� ရအဖွဲ�ဝငမ်ျား၊ လတ� ေ်တာ်အမတမ်ျား၊ ဝနထ်မ်းများ၊ 

အရပ်သားများ�င�  ်�ငိ� င်ေံရးတက�်ကလပ� ်�ာ� းသမ� ျားစကွ ိ� ဖမ်းဆးီထနိး်သမ်ိးခပဲါသည။့် ့

၃။ ထကိ� သ့ဲ �ိ အာဏာသမ်ိးယလ� ကိ� သ်ညေ့်န၌ပင ်ကျနး်မာေရးဝနထ်မ်းများဦးေဆာငသ်ည�့်ငိ� င်ဝံနထ်မ်းအများစသ� ည ့် ့ ့

အာဏာဖီဆနေ်ရးလပ� ်�ာ� းမ � (Civil Disobedience Movement) က ိ� စတငေ်ဖာ်ေဆာငခ်�ဲကပါသည။် ထေိ� နာက ်၂၀၂၁ ခ�� စ� ် ့ ့

ေဖေဖာ်ဝါရီလ (၆) ရကေ်နမစ� တင၍် �ငိ� င်တံဝမ� ်းမြ� ပညသ်မ� ျားသညလ်ညး် စစ်အာဏာသမ်ိးယလ� ကိ� သ်ည ့့်

စစ်အာဏာ�င� အ်�ပ်စအ� ား ြပငး်ထနစ်ယွဆနက်ျငဆ်�ြ� ပခ�ဲကပါသည။့် ့

၄။ ယခအ� ချိန၌် စစ်အာဏာ�င� ဆ်နက်ျငေ်ရးလထ� လ� ပ� ်�ာ� းမသ� ညတ်ဟန� ထ်းိ� အ�ိန� အ်ဟန� ေ်ကာငး်လျက�ိ်�� ပီး ့

ထထိ� ကပိ်၍� အားေကာငး်လာရနလ်ညး် လအိ� ပ်ေနပါသည။် သြ�ိ ဖစ်၍ �ငိ� င်တံဝမ� ်းလးံ� တငွြ်ပ�လပ� ်ေန�ကေသာ ့ ့

စစ်အာဏာ�င� ဆ်နက်ျငေ်ရးလထ� လ� ပ� ်�ာ� းမမ� ျားက ိ� ဟနခ်ျကည်ညီပီး� ေပါငး်ေဆာငရွ်က�်ငိ� ရ်နရ်ညရွ်ယလ်ျက ်"(၁) ့

စစ်အာဏာ�င� စ်နစ်တကိ� ဖ်ျကေ်ရး (၂) ၂၀၀၈ ဖွဲ�စညး်ပံအ� ေြခခဥံပေဒဖျကသ်မ်ိးေရး (၃) ဖကဒ်ရယဒ်မိီက� ေရစီ 

ြပညေ်ထာငစ်ေ� ပ�ေပါကေ်ရး" ဟသ� ညဘ့်သ�ံ ေဘာတည� ခီျကတ်အိ� ေပ�အေြခခကံာ ဤ 'စစ်အာဏာ�င� စ်နစ်တကိ� ဖ်ျကေ်ရး ့

အေထေွထသွပိတေ်ကာ်မတ'ီ အားဖွဲ�စညး်လကိ� ပ်ါသည။် 

စစအ်ာဏာ��ငစ်နစတ်ကိ� ဖ်ျကေ်ရးအေထေွထသွပိတေ်ကာ်မတ ီGeneral Strike Committee (GSC) 

ေ�ကညာချကအ်မတ�  ်၁/၂၀၂၁

ေနစဲ ွ-၂၀ ေဖေဖာ်ဝါရီ ၂၀၂၁့
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၅။ ယခအ� ေထေွထသွပိတေ်ကာ်မတသီည ်ေအာကပ်ါလပ� ်ငနး်စ�များအား ေဆာငရွ်ကသ်ာွးမညြ်ဖစ်ပါသည။်

(က) ေဒသအလကိ�  ်သပိတေ်ကာ်မတမီျား ဖွဲ�စညး်ေရး

(ခ) CDM လပ� ်�ာ� းမတ� ငွ ်ပါဝငသ်မ� ျားအားကည� ပံီပိး� ေရး့

(ဂ) စစ်အာဏာ�င� ဆ်နက်ျငေ်ရး လထ� တ� ကိ� ပဲ်မွျားအား စေ� ပါငး်ေဖာ်ေဆာင�်ငိ� ေ်ရး့

�(ဃ) တကိ� ပဲ်အွ�ိန� အ်ဟန� အ်ားထနိး်ညေိရး

(င) လထ� လ� ပ� ်�ာ� းမမ� ျားအား စေ� ပါငး်ကယိ� စ်ားြပ�ေရး

၆။ အေထေွထသွပိတေ်ကာ်မတသီည ်၂၀၂၀ ေရွးေကာကပဲ်၏ွရလဒအ်ား ြပညသ်လ� ထ� ၏�  ဆ�အ� ြဖစ် တရားဝငမ် � (legitimacy) 

အရ အသအိမတ� ြ်ပ�ပါသည။် စစ်အာဏာ�င� စ်နစ်ကဥိ� ီးတညတ်ကိ� ဖ်ျကမ်ညြ်ဖစ်ကာ စစ်အာဏာ�င� စ်နစ်က ိ�

တရားဝငခ်ငွြ်ပ�ထားေသာ ၂၀၀၈ ဖွဲ�စညး်ပံအ� ေြခခဥံပေဒအား အ�ပီးတငိ� ဖ်ျကသ်မ်ိး�ငိ� သ်ညအ်ထ ိ�က�ိးစားသာွးပါမည။် ့

ဖကဒ်ရယဒ်မိီက� ေရစီြပညေ်ထာငစ်ေ� ပ�ေပါကေ်ရးက ိ� အထး� လလိ� ာ�ပီး ဖမ်းဆးီခေံခါငး်ေဆာငမ်ျား ြပနလ်ညလ်တွေ်ြမာကေ်ရးက ိ�

အစ�တစိက� ေ်တာငး်ဆသ�ိ ာွးပါမည။်
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BIA ကစိ� တငတ်ညေ်ထာငတ်ေ့ဲန။ လတွလ်ပ်ေရး�က�ိးပမ်းမမ� ာ�  အေရးပါခတဲေ့ဲန ဒေီနက ိ� တပ်မေတာ်�ကးီက ့ ့ ့ ့

ေမာငပိ်င� စီ်းလ ိ� ၁၉၆၂မာ�  အာဏာသမ်ိးခတဲ ့ဲဆ��ိ ယ� လ်စ်ပါတအီမညခ် ံအာဏာ��းေနဝငး်က “တပ်မေတာ်ေန”လ ိ�့ ့ ့ ့

အမညေ်ပးခေဲလတယ။် ့

ငါတအိ� တကွေ်တာ ဒေီနဟာ ေတာ်လန� ေ်ရးေနပဲ။ အရငက်ေတာ မျိ�းချစ်စိတက် ိ�့ ့ ့ ့ ့

ဦးစားေပးစညး်�� ံးေတာ်လန� ခ်�ဲကတေ့ဲနလ ိ� တချိ� �က ေြပာ�ကေပမယ ့်ဖကဆ်စ်ဂျပနက် ိ� လကန်ကက်ငိ�  ့် ့ ့

စတငပ်န� က်နခ်တဲေ့ဲနမ ိ� ဖကဆ်စ်ေတာ်လန� ေ်ရးေနလလိ� ညး် ေခ� �ကြပနပ်ါတယ။် ဒေီနကာလမာ� ေတာ ငါေထာကခ်သံ �့ ့ ့ ့ ့ ့ ့ ့

ငါအသင�ိ း်ဝိင� း်ကလ ဲွကျနတ်သ့ဲမ� န� သ်မ� သတမ်ယ၊် ြဖတမ်ယ၊် ဖိ�ပိ� ်မယဆ်တ�ိ  ့ဲဖကဆ်စ်စစ်တပ်က ိ�့

ေတာ်လန� ေ်နရတေ့ဲနေပါ။ အရငက်ထက ်ပိ�� ပီး တးိ� တကလ်ာတာကေတာ လတွလ်ပ်ခငွ၊် တနး်တခ� ငွေ်တအွတကွ ့် ့ ့ ့ ့

ေတာ်လန� ေ်န�ကတ ့ဲေ�ဦွးေတာ်လန� ေ်ရးကာလထကဲ ဖကဆ်စ်ေတာ်လန� ေ်ရး ေနတစ်ေနအြဖစ ်ထး� ြခားေနတာပါပဲ။့ ့

ဖကဆ်စေ်တာ်လန� ်ေရးေနနဲ လမ� �လေ� ဘာငသ်စ ့် ့ ့
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ြပညသ်ေ� တဟွာ ဖကဆ်စ်ေတ ွအာဏာသမ်ိး�ပီး ေဖေဖာ်ဝါရီလ ၁ရကေ်န ေနာကပိ်င� း်ကတညး်က လမ်းမေပ�မာ�  ့

နညး်လမ်းေပါငး်စံသ� း�ံ �ပီး သနး်ချီစေ� ဝး တကခ်�ဲကပါတယ။် �ဖိ�ခသဲွတြ်ဖတမ်ေ� တကွေတာ ့ ့

ေဖေဖာ်ဝါရီေနာကဆ်း�ံ အပတမ်ာ� တင ်စ�ပီးေတာ �ိလ� ာခတဲာပါ။ မတလ်တလလးံ� မာ�  ့ ့

ဖကဆ်စ်စစ်တပ်ရဲသတြ်ဖတမ်ေ� တေွ�ကာင ်ကတ� ရာလမ်းအနကေ်ရာငေ်တဟွာ ရဲရဲနခီရဲပါတယ။် ့ ့ ့

စာတင�်�နး်ဆတ�ိ ာမဟတ� ဘ် ဲေတာ်လန� သ်ေ� တ�ွ ရဲ ခ�ာ� ကယိ� က် ထကွလ်ာတေ့ဲသးွေတနွ ဲရဲရဲနခီရဲတာပါ။့ ့ ့

ဖကဆ်စ်ေတာ်လန� ေ်ရးေန မတလ် ၂၇ရကေ်နမာ�  စစ်ေရးြပအခမ်းအနားက ိ� ဖကစ်စ်စစ်တပ်က ့ ့

�စ� ်စ�ကျငး်ပေနကျအတငိ� း် ကျငး်ပ�ပီး ေနြပညေ်တာ်မာ�  အ�ကးီအကျယဆ်င�်ေဲ� နပါတယ။် အဒ့ဲြီပယဂ� ်က ိ�

တဖကမ်ာ� ြပထားေပမယ ့်�မိ� �အသးီသးီက လမ်းေပ�လပ� ်�ာ� းမေ� တကွ ိ� �ဖိ�ခငွး်ဖိ�ရာ စစ်သားနရဲဲေတကွ ိ� �မိ� �အ�မံ� ာ�  ့ ့ ့

ချထားပါတယ။် အဒ့ဲေီန လမ်းေပ�ချီတက�်ကဖိ�အတကွ ်ကျေနာ်တ ိ� အေထေွထသွပိတေ်ကာ်မတကီ ရဲေဘာ်ေတဟွာ ့ ့ ့

အားတကသ်ေရာ ြဖစ်ေနခ�ဲကပါတယ။် စီစ�ထားတေ့ဲနရာမာ�  စစ်သားေတ၊ွ ရဲေတ ွေနရာယထ� ား�ပီးြဖစ်ေနလ ိ�့ ့

အဒ့ဲလီမ်းရဲတလမ်းေကျာ်မာ�  “ဖကဆ်စ်စစ်တပ်အြမစ်ြဖတ”် ဆတ�ိ  ့ဲေ�ကးေ�ကာ်သနံအဲတ � ေြပာကက်ျားသပိတက် ိ�့ ့

ဖိ�ပိ� ်မေ� တ�ွကားကေန ေအာငေ်အာငြ်မငြ်မငန် ဲတးိ� ထကွခ်�ဲကပါတယ။် သပိတအ်�ပီး လစ� ခ� ခဲွျိနမ်ာ�  ့ ့

စစ်သားေတဝိွင� း်လာလ ိ� တေနရာစီခ�ဲွပီး ေြပးလာ� းခ�ဲကရပါတယ။့် ့

ေဘးကငး်တတ့ဲေနရာကအိ� ေရာကမ်ာ�  ဆင�ိ တ်ဆင�ိ မ်ာ�  ကျေနာ်တ ိ� လြ� ပနစ်�� ကပါတယ။် ဘာေတဆွကလ်ပ� ်မလ ဲ့

ေဆးွေ�းွတငိ� ပ်င�်ကတယ။် အဒ့ဲအီချိနမ်ာ� ပဲ ကျေနာ်တ ိ� ထငိ� ေ်နတ ့ဲဆင�ိ အ်နးီအနားမာ�  ့

ပစ်ခတသ်ေံတ�ွကားေနရပါတယ။် ဟတ� ပ်ါတယ။် အဒ့ဲအီနားက ရပ်ကကွက် ဆ�ြ� ပြပညသ်ေ� တကွ ိ� စစ်သားေတကွ 

ရာဘာကျညေ်တနွ ဲပစ်ခတေ်နတာပါ။ ဆ�ြ� ပြပညသ်ဘ� ကမ်ာ� ေတာ မိလ� ေိ� တာဗ်အနညး်ငယသ်ာ ပါပါတယ။် ့ ့ ့

ကျေနာ်တေိ� တ ွသာွးကသ� ငတ်ယဆ်��ိ ပီး အဒ့ဲလီအ� �ပ်ထကဲ ိ� ေရာကသ်ာွးခ�ဲကပါတယ။် ကျေနာ်တ ိ� အေယာက ့် ့ ့ ့

၂၀ေလာက�ိ်တ� လ့ဲအ� �ပ်ဝငလ်ာချိန ်အဒ့ဲကီ ရဲေဘာ်ေတ ွအေတာ်ေပျာ်သာွးခ�ဲကတယ။် စစ်ကေ� တ ွ့

ေရာကလ်ာ�ပီေပါဗျာ။ ့

ေပျာ်ေနတန� း်မ�ကာခငမ်ာ� ပဲ ကျေနာ်တကိ�  ိ� ရာဘာကျညန် ဲဆကတ်ကိ� ပ်စ်ပါတယ။် ကျေနာ်တ ိ� ငေံ� �ာ� ငေ်နတန� း်ပဲ ့ ့ ့ ့

ကျေနာ်ေဘးမာ�  ေသးွေတနွ ဲတေယာက ်လကဲျသာွးခတဲယ။် ကျေနာ်�ကညလ့်ကိ� ေ်တာ သေ� ြခသလးံ� က ပငွထ်ကွ�်ပီး ့ ့ ့ ့ ့ ့

အ�� ိးပါ ကျိ�းကျေနခပဲါ�ပီ။ အတ့ဲေယာကက် ိ� ေပ�ခွျီေနတန� း် ကျေနာ်ေဘးမာ�  ရငဘ်တက်ထိ� �ိပီး တေယာက ့် ့

လကဲျေနတယ။် ေနာကတ်ေယာက ်ေြခေထာကထ်ထိားတယ။် ကျေနာ်တ ိ� ေဆး�� ံကားေခ� ဖိ�လပ� ်တယ။် ့ ့

ဘယလ်မိ� မ� ရတအ့ဲဆး�ံ  ၃ေယာကလ်းံ� က ိ� ရပ်ကကွထ်ကဲ ကားေလးေတရဲွ အကအ� ညနီပဲဲ နးီစပ်ရာမာ�  ခးိ� ဖွငထ်ားတ ့ဲ့ ့ ့ ့

ေဆး�� ံအေသးစားေလးဆ ီေခ�သာွးခ�ဲကရတယ။့်

အဒ့ဲအီေရာကမ်ာ�  တြခားေနရာေတကွေန လာတ ့ဲေသနတမ်န� ထ်ားသေ� တ ွမနညး်မေနာပါပဲ။ ဆ�ြ� ပပဲေွနရာမာ� တင ်

ေခါငး်က ိ� ကျညဆ်နမ်န� �်ပီး ပဲခွျငး်�ပီးေသသာွးသေ� တလွညး် �ိေ� နပါတယ။် ကျေန◌တ် ိ� ေခ�သာွးတ ့ဲသး�ံ ေယာကမ်ာ�  ့

တေယာကက် ရငဘ်တေ်ပ�က အ�� ိးစတးီ�� ိး ၂ေချာငး် ထညရ့်ပါတယ။် ေြခေထာကမ်န� တ် ့ဲ၂ေယာကမ်ာ�  တေယာကက် 

အေသးစားခစဲွိတမ်န� တဲင ်အဆငေ်ြပခ�ဲပီး ကျနတ်ေယာကက်ေတာ ေြခေထာက ်ြဖတပ်စ်လကိ� ရ်ပါတယ။် ့ ့ ့
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ညာေြခေထာကပ်ါ။ သက�  Food Delivery service တခမ� ာ�  စကဘ်းီနငး်�ပီး Delivery လပ� ်တသ့ဲေ� ပါ။ ့

နာကျငလ်ကိ� ရ်တာဗျာ။ ေြခေထာကြ်ဖတလ်ကိ� ရ်တ ့ဲရဲေဘာ်မာ�  ညေီလးတစ်ေယာက�ိ်တ� ယ။် သမ� ာ� လညး် ့

မျကရ်ညစ်ေတနွ။ဲ ကျေနာ်လညး် ဘာလပ� ်ရမန� း်မသေိအာင ်မန� ထ်နွခ်ရဲတယ။် အဒ့ဲေီနက ဆ�ြ� ပသေ� တရဲွလကထ်မဲာ�  ့ ့ ့ ့

�မိလ� ေိ� တာဗ်အနညး်ငယပဲ် �ိခ� �ဲကပါတယ။် အဒ့ဲမိီလ� ေိ� တာဗ်ေတကွလိ� ညး် မီးညခိျိန ်မရခ�ဲကပါဘး� ။ ကျေနာ်တ ိ�့ ့ ့ ့ ့

ဘာလကန်ကမ်မ� �ိဘ�  ဲကျညအ်စစ်န ဲပစ်သတြ်ခငး်က ိ� ခခံ�ဲကရတယ။် အဒ့ဲေီနမာ�  တ�ငိ� င်လံးံ� အတငိ� း်အတာန ဲ့ ့ ့ ့

အသကေ်ပးလကိ� ရ်သ � ၅၀ေက◌ျ◌ာ◌တ်ယလ်လိ� ညး် သခိရဲတယ။့် ့

Food Delivery စကဘ်းီနငး်တ ့ဲညေီလးလပိ� ဲ။ ေြခေထာကေ်တလွကေ်တ ွေပးလကိ� ရ်သေ� တ၊ွ  

အသကေ်ပးလကိ� ရ်သေ� တ ွမနညး်မေနာပါပဲ။ AAPP ရဲ ဩဂတ� လ် ၈ ရကေ်နထတ� ြ်ပနခ်ျကအ်ရဆရ�ိ င ်ယေနအထ ိ့ ့ ့

ပစ်ခတသ်တြ်ဖတခ်ရံသ � ၉၄၆ဦး �ိခ� ပဲါ�ပီ။ ခတ� ပတအ်တငွး်မာ� ေတာင ်ေြပာကက်ျားဆ�ြ� ပ�ကတ ့ဲလ၃� ဝ ့

ဝနး်ကျငလ်အ� �ပ်က ိ� ပစ်ခတဖ်မ်းဆးီခလဲ ိ� မ�ေ� လးမာ�  ၂ ေယာက ်ေသဆး�ံ ခရဲြပနပ်ါတယ။် ေြခေထာကြ်ဖတခ်လံကိ� ရ်တ ့ဲ့ ့ ့

ရဲေဘာ်ရဲ ညေီလးလညး် အဒ့ဲနီာကျညး်ချကေ်တနွပဲဲ �မိ� � ြပကစိ� နွခ်ာွ�ပီး လကန်ကက်ငိ� ေ်တာ်လန� ေ်ရးအတကွ ့် ့ ့

ေတာထကဲေိ� ရာကသ်ာွးခ�ဲပီ။ ဖိ�ပိ� ်သေ� တကွ အေသအလ ဲဖိ�ပိ� ်ေနတအ့ဲတကွ ်ကျေနာ်အနားက ရဲေဘာ်ေတလွညး် ့ ့

လကန်ကက်ငိ� ေ်တာ်လန� တ်ာဟာ တရားတယဆ်တ�ိ  ့ဲခယံခ� ျကန် ဲလကန်ကက်ငိ� ဖိ်�အတကွ ်ေတာထေဲရာကသ်ာွး�က�ပီ။ ့ ့

အာဏာသမ်ိးစစ်တပ်ရဲ လမ� ဆနစ်ာွ ဖိ�ပိ� ်သတြ်ဖတမ်ေ� တဟွာ လင� ယေ်တကွ ိ� လကန်ကက်ငိ� ေ်တာ်လန� ဖိ်�က ိ�့ ့

တနွး်အားေပးချကတ်စ်ခ �  ြဖစ်ေနတာပါပဲ။ တြခားတဖကမ်ာ� လညး် ဒလီအိ� ေြခအေနေတမွာ� ေတာင ်

အ�မိ�� �မိ� �အနယန်ယက် လင� ယေ်တဟွာ �မိ� �ေပ�ေတမွာ�  အ�ကမ်းမဖကဘ် ဲဆကလ်က ်ဆ�ြ� ပချီတကေ်န�ကတာဟာ 

အအ့ံားသငစ်ရာပါပဲ။့
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လကန်ကက်ငိ� ေ်တာ်လန� ေ်ရးဆတ�ိ ာလညး် ခမ� စ� ခတဲာေတာ မဟတ� ပ်ါဘး� ။ ၁၉၄၈ ့ ့

လတွလ်ပ်ေရးရ�ပီးစကာလေတမွာ� ကတညး်က လမ� ျိ�းစေ� တဟွာ သတ�  ိ� လန� ညး်စေ� တအွတကွ ်မ�တတ ့ဲ့

လတွလ်ပ်ေရးမဟတ� ဘ်း� ဆ��ိ ပီး လကန်ကစ်ကငိ� ခ်�ဲကတာပါ။ ၁၉၆၂ ေနာကပိ်င� း်မာ� လညး် အာဏာသမ်ိးစစ်တပ်ဟာ ့

လန� ညး်စလ� မ� ျိ�းစေ� တအွေပ� ဖိ�ပိ� ်မအ� ြပင ်လမ� ျားစြ� ဖစ်တ ့ဲဗမာလမ� ျိ�း�ကးီဝါဒက ိ� သပ်ွသငွး်ခ�ဲကပါတယ။် ့

လမ� ျိ�းစေ� ဒသေတမွာ�  ရွာမီး�� ိ �တအ့ဲလပ� ်ေတနွ ဲလသ� တမ်ဒ� မ်ိးကျငတ်လ့ဲပ� ်ရပ်ေတကွ ိ� လအ� များစြ� ဖစ်တ ့ဲဗမာေတနွပဲဲ ့ ့ ့

ဖွဲ�စညး်ထားတ ့ဲစစ်တပ်ဟာ ေြပာငေ်ြပာငတ်ငး်တငး် ကျ�းလနွခ်�ဲကပါတယ။် ဒအီနာေတကွ ိ� ေြဖေဖျာကဖိ်�ရာ၊ ့ ့

လကန်ကက်ငိ� ေ်တာ်လန� ေ်ရးက ိ� အဆး�ံ သတေ်ပး�ငိ� ဖိ်�ရာအေြဖဟာ ဖကဒ်ရယဒ်မိီက� ေရစီြပညေ်ထာငစ်တ� ရပ် ့

လအိ� ပ်ေနတာပါပဲ။ ဘာလလိ� ညး်ဆရ�ိ င ်လက�ိ်လ� မ� ျိ�းစလ� ကန်ကက်ငိ� ေ်တ ွေတာငး်ဆေ�ိ နတာေရာ၊ ့

လက�ိ်ေ� �ဦွးေတာ်လန� ေ်ရးမာ�  �မိ� � ြပက အ�ကမ်းမဖက ်ဆကလ်ကသ်ပိတေ်မာ� ကေ်န�ကသေ� တေွရာ၊ 

လကန်ကက်ငိ� လ်မ်းစ�အတကွ ်ေတာထကဲ ိ� ဝငသ်ာွးတသ့ဲေ� တေွရာရဲေတာငး်ဆခ�ိ ျကဟ်ာလညး် ့

ဖကဒ်ရယဒ်မိီက� ေရစီြပညေ်ထာငစ်ပ� ါပဲ။

ဖကဒ်ရယဒ်မိီက� ေရစီြပညေ်ထာငစ်ရ� မ � စစ်ပဲေွတလွညး်ချ�ပ်�ငမ်ိးလမ်ိမယ။် လထ� က� လညး် လတွေ်ြမာကလ်မ်ိမယ။် ့ ့

ကျေနာ်တလိ� ခိ� ျငတ် ့ဲFreedom, Equality and Solidarity ဆတ�ိ ာေတနွ ဲလမ� လ� ေ� ဘာငသ်စ်က ိ� ကျေနာ်တရိ� �ိမ� ယလ် ိ�့ ့ ့ ့ ့

ယ�ံ� ကညမိ်ပါတယ။်

ေမာငစိ်မ့်

၅.၈.၂၀၂၁
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About the Contributors

Ei Thinzar Maung is the Deputy Minister of Youth, Women and 
Children of the National Unity Government. She is the former leader 
of Youth for New Society. 

The General Strike Committee (GSC) represents the broadest 
alliance of political parties, civil society groups, labor, youth and 
women's organizations working together against the military coup and 
struggling to achieve democracy for Myanmar. 

Maung Saint is the pseudonym of a young Burmese activist who is 
part of the organizing team of the General Strike Committee. 
  



www.socdemasia.com/SocDemAsia
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